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“What’s your favorite 100% true April Fool’s Day fact?”
ELIZABETH CRISMAN: It’s 100% okay to make “eagle foie gras.” You totally won’t get 
sent to a penal colony for an entire summer if you do that.
HANNAH LOONEY: It’s not nice to prank people who are, upon closer inspection, already 
dead.
EMMA RENNIE: If you look closely enough at this stick of dynamite, you can see your 
name!
SAM SEXTON: That if you try to fool somebody after noon, YOU’RE the fool.  It’s true! 
My preschool teacher said it’s true, and that’s why my prank didn’t work!

coaxed with economic incentives and invitations to pensive discussions,” a penguin 
scientist-turned cuttlefish expert reported. (The researcher refused to be named, having 
lost his pension and his reputation in the scandal of  his penultimate experiment, converting 
crab pincers into garden shears, which resulted in pens of  thousands of  fatalities among 
the elderly consumers.) 

     Kimball’s company is far from penitent, and intends to research other marine life for 
mechanization, but for the time being, they are penniless, having bankrupted celebrity 
patron Jean Marie LePen, pinball enthusiast and founder of  France’s Front National party.  

       «C’est pénible de penser que je suis, » LePen told reporters. 

        But as the late Pennsylvanian economist Pendleton MacGuff  declared on his death 
bed, “The economic pendulum will always swing back, pinning the winners to the ground 
and pinning ribbons on the losers. My bones, oh, the bones of  me, how they do rattle! I 
feel sick [sic].”                  
       Although the condition of  her company is still pending, Kimball may once again 
corner the writing instrument/arcade game industry.  Someone has to.***  

*surprised by the overlap?  Pinball machines and super fancy pens need springs.  YOU’RE 
NOT THE ONLY ONE CAPABLE OF CRITICAL THOUGHT, READER!  I have 
been everywhere you have been and farther.
**Evandrine Peairson, European heartthrob and resident pen expert, encourages pen-less 
folk to shop the PenIsland.com selection for wooden pens of  all varieties.
***Pentagonal!  There!  That’s the bloody last of  them.

Student Dies Playing 2048 Variant

By EC

“Llamas with Hats” Part 4
By HL

       Hello, friends, and welcome to--sigh--our last sociological analysis of  the “Llamas with 
Hats” saga. 

       To recap: last episode, we came to the realization that Carl’s flower-wearing pal is not, 
in fact, a womyn, but a gender-non-conforming male llama named Paul! This, of  course, was 
an intentional subversion of  socialized gender norms on the part of  the creators--one so 
subtle and nuanced as to fool even me! Color me impressed, “Llamas with Hats” creators. 
Impressed, indeed, despite the inherently problematic nature of  erasing what could have been a 
strong female character from a popular piece of  media. 

       Anyway, on to this week’s episode. This scene opens in a room similar to the one from 
the first installment, in Carl and Paul’s home. “Carl,” Paul says, “You’ve tracked mud all 
over the carpet!” The fact that Paul is even bothering to reprimand Carl for such a minor 
infraction might, perhaps, imply that Carl has undergone some socialization training since we 
last saw him; where once he was unable to refrain from pushing the leader of  the people’s 
revolution into a large rotating fan, now he appears all but completely domesticated! (Could 
his sudden line-towing in the presence of  the now-male-identified Paul be a subtle state-
ment about the relative perceived authority of  men and women in our patriarchal society? 
Perhaps.)

       “Now that right there is a mess,” says Carl. While this seems a hopeful response--he is 
acknowledging the mess he has created after all--he quickly adds “I’m not responsible for 
this,” and claims that he’s been “jamming on the saxophone” all morning. (A euphemism for 
masturbation? Obviously. For shame, Carl...For shame…)

       Carl and Paul proceed to argue over whether the hoofprints on the rug are, in fact, 
Carl’s, or those of  an imposter. (Clearly, Paul has not yet rid himself  of  his Carl-enabling 
habits; while he is a male llama, he seems to have adopted traditionally feminine gender 
norms in his relationship with Carl, leaving him in a submissive position against his own 
wishes.)

       Next, the whole wall behind the two llamas EXPLODES! Carl immediately and gleefully 
takes responsibility for this: “Happy birthday!” he says. When Paul continues to appear hor-
rified, Carl simply tells him to “blow out [his] candles,” a likely-intentional fellatio metaphor 
used to reinforce Carl’s oppressive sense of  superiority. When Paul continues complaining 
about Carl’s actions, Carl says that he “can’t hear [him] over the sounds of  melting city.” No 
denials, this time; just more silencing. The slow march of  progress.

       From there, Carl continues brushing off  Paul’s concerns with glib insistence on various 
forms of  magic having caused the explosion; when Paul questions whether Carl is joking, 
however, Carl pretends to turn serious, asking “who’s laughing? Surely not all the people who 
just exploded.” While I am not certain whether this qualifies as abusive behavior within llama 
society, it is certainly in poor taste.

       At this point, Carl reveals the final part of  his “gift” for Paul: a bunch of  “well-roasted 
faces” to “munch on,” which proceed to float by on balloons.

       Finally, we see what might be a breakthrough for Carl--he apologizes, saying “I thought 
you liked faces! Obviously, there’s a miscommunication...You’re right, it’s not nearly as taste-
ful as I pictured it in my head…This was clearly the wrong way to go.” Could it be that Carl 
has overcome all of  his privilege and harmful socialization, to finally appreciate all that Paul 
has done for him and attempt to please him in some way?

       ...Alas, no. Not today, dear friends. As it turns out, Carl’s main complaint with how 
things have gone--with what he has done, with how he has once more disappointed Paul--is 
that the faces aren’t cooked enough. “Raw faces,” he says, “are just gross.”

       When Paul points out that the relative tenderness of  the faces is not, in fact, the problem, 
and asks Carl why he thought that any of  this was a good idea, Carl points out a deceptively 
simple explanation for...well...everything that’s happened in this entire series:

       “Probably because I’m a dangerous sociopath with a long history of  violence...I don’t 
understand how you keep forgetting that.”

       While Carl has once again horrendously put the blame on the victim in this situation, 
insinuating that Paul should have somehow predicted and prevented this grisly outcome, he does 
have a good point: perhaps it’s useless to try to socialize privileged white male llamas such 
as Carl. Perhaps they are all, in fact, dangerous sociopaths with long histories of  (structural) 
violence, and should be treated as such.

I recommend the Doge version for ultimate relaxation. Such matching.

Penal Cuttlefish Pens Don’t Pan out for Pen/Pinball Kingpin Penny Kimball 

       The latest fad puzzle game, the exponentially fun “2048,” has proven to be fatally 
addictive. The game involves doubling numbers to form increasing powers of  2, and the 
goal of  reaching 2048 before the grid fills up is rather elusive -- but this hasn’t stopped the 
masses from incessantly tapping their arrow keys for hours on end.

       “It’s so frustrating, and yet so rewarding,” says Alicia Pines ‘16, a history major who 
hates math. “Even if  I can’t get past 128, it’s so satisfying to watch the numbers combine 
forces and become bigger numbers.”

       “This way, I can actually remember what the powers of  2 are, in case I ever need to, 
which is highly unlikely,” said an anonymous math major. “Even so, it’s a more reasonable 
way to spend my time than finishing all these problem sets.”

       Clearly, the opinion that the 2048 game is “a reasonable way to spend time” is quite a 
popular one. In fact, some have taken to playing the game repeatedly for so long that they 
forget to feed themselves. We have recently received a report of  the tragic, untimely death 
of  Eric Spaulding ‘17, who starved to death while playing the variant “9007199254740992” 
-- which would probably take over 100 million years to complete. Didn’t this guy have a 
roommate or something? Couldn’t someone have told him that he should rethink his idea 
of  “a reasonable way to spend time”?

       Sadly, poor Eric just couldn’t stop at 33554432, even for a stripadilla. His eyes were so 
glued to the screen that he didn’t even notice he was growing exponentially more hungry. 
The CSOs found his body sprawled in front of  his laptop in Scholz, and determined that 
he was beyond rescue.

       This tragedy has reinforced the salience of  the disclaimer “Warning: This game is 
extremely addictive” -- hopefully, others have learned a lesson here. Of  course, most of  us 
Reedies are skilled multitaskers, and are confident in our ability to simultaneously eat, play 
2048, and maybe get some homework done too. May the powers of  two be with you.

       Penny Kimball, CEO of  Kimball Pinball n’ Pens-for-All, the prestigious writing instru-
ment/arcade game company, recently penned a statement of  defeat in a ten year research 
project slated to revolutionize the writing instrument/arcade game industry.* 

       The pitch? Using live cuttlefish as pens and lubricators for pinball machines. Scientists 
slaved for years trying to make the shy little creatures marketable, but the project fell through.  
Dr. Ballina Kapen, the senior cuttlefish specialist in charge of  the research, lamented the 
abject failure of  the project to contribute meaningfully to the human experience. 

       “You rub a cuttlefish on a piece of  paper, sure, he may squirt, but will it go in the right 
place?  This was the kind of  question we dealt with everyday. And what about how often they 
gotta go be in the water? Turns out that’s most of  the time. It’s more than a mere penchant 
for the ocean.  It’s the only place they can respire, I’m told. The poorly disciplined cuttlefish 
stared at us with their W-shaped pupils, all but begging us to return them to the water. And 
every time, we did.  They had penetrated our cold, scientific hearts. Our pent-up empathy 
sunk us. All this proved to be insurmountable. But in the penumbra of  failure there is glim-
mering hope. For is not the cuttlefish the underdog of  the ocean, jet-propelling to greatness, 
in whose ink the poets dip their pens?””  

       Kimball’s company failed also on the cooperational level: in a collaboration with leading 
motor oil company Pennzoil and the Louisiana State Penitentiary, affectionately known by 
inmates as “The Pen,” the company plunged further into penury. 

       “The idea was to have the prisoners assemble pinball machines with the cuttlefish inside 
spewing their ink to keep the gears grinding smoothly. The environment proved hostile to the 
creatures, and although none of  them perished, they simply refused to expel ink, even when
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